Blended Learning Continuum* for Literacy Learning
Focus
Purposeful Independent
Work
Independence is our steadfast
goal for student learning in the
classroom and outside of it. In
the remote setting, time
allocated to independent work
increases exponentially and
there is greater need for
choice, voice, and agency
along with flexible, multimodal
content. To support
engagement, purposeful
independent work is connected
by a larger topic of study and
students have the opportunity
to direct their learning.
Peer Interaction
To enhance perspective and
foster necessary connection,
peer interaction is ongoing,
used to punctuate independent
work. Students reluctant to
interact with peers in the
classroom may find comfort
with more time to prepare for
discussion and various
interaction platforms.
Teacher Presence
Learners indicate that ongoing
connecting with teachers is
among the most important
aspects of successful remote
learning experiences. Teacher
Presence may be fostered
through print and video
messages, virtual conferences,
and synchronous and
asynchronous instruction.
Conferring, both inside and
outside of the classroom, is a
key routine for personalizing
student learning.

Stage 1
●

Establish at-home routines for learning and
for using technology; also complete a
self-directed learning plan

●

Complete tasks that focus on lesson-specific
outcomes or skills (Use this strategy when
independently reading)

●

●

Stage 2
●

Use at-home routines for learning and for using
technology; monitor self-directed learning plan

●

Revise at-home learning and technology routines as
needed and monitor the self-directed learning plan

●

Invest in connected tasks that focus on weekly
outcomes, Enduring Understandings, and areas
of interest related to the unit topic (How do
things grow?)

●

Drive learning within connected tasks that focus on
Enduring Understandings and passion projects
related to the unit topic (How do things in my
community grow?)

Make choices related to practice tasks
(choose when you apply this reading habit)

●

Make choices related to grade-level content
(Must & May Close Reading questions)

●

Make and reflect on choices about grade-level
topics, texts, and tasks (make a multimedia
presentation for the PBA)

Use multimodal resources that offer multiple
means of representation for grade-level
content (digital text with audio read aloud;
video & print directions)

●

Use multimodal resources that provide multiple
means of representation and expression (print
or video/digital Benchmark Vocab task)

●

Use multimodal resources that provide multiple
means of representation, expression, and
engagement (co-develop online discussion norms)

Connect reading/writing to family and culture
and home (use personal objects to apply a
phonics skill)

●

Use family, home, and culture to drive learning
(family member as a guest speaker via video)

●

Take time to prepare for class discussions and
communicate with select peers daily (Two days from
now, post on our discussion board a Big Question
about this week’s reading)

●
●

Connect with family (share your draft/read
with a family member)

●

Connect with peers after completing
independent work (share on the class
discussion board one conclusion you made
while reading…)

●

Share something learned while reading,
writing, practicing a phonics skill, or using
new vocabulary

●

Respond to the teacher’s questions at
designated times

●

Prepare students for purposeful independent
work with clear expectations (written
directions, a rubric and sample student work)

●

Establish at-home routines and talk with
students and families about the self-directed
learning plan

●

●

Stage 3

Chunk content (mini lesson for the Build
Understanding section or read-aloud/think
aloud with select Close Read questions
spanning no more than 10 minutes) and
provide that content online and in person
Communicate with the class weekly, posting
messages and images and talking with
students in person

●

Co-create with peers (co-develop a writing goal;
give suggestions to a virtual writing buddy)

●

Use the Peer Interaction Guide to set and
monitor goals for interaction; co-develop
discussion norms

●

Use the teacher’s question to start discussion
about big, debatable questions and
misconceptions or points of confusion

Use discussion to complete a Readers/Writers
Journal task; explain how a peer changed your
thinking about...

●

Ask questions to help us think more deeply about
the text and the topic; make statements that help us
understand your view

●

●

Support purposeful independent work with clear
expectations and multimodal models (video mini
lesson for Close Reading, recorded instructions
with print for Language Analysis task)

●

Use students’ purposeful independent work to
provide clear expectations and multimodal models
(use a student’s written or video response to
address a misconception about the text)

●

Review at-home routines and reference
information from students’ self-directed learning
plan when conferring

●

Revise at-home routines as needed and use trends
in students’ self-directed learning plans to instruct

●
●

Chunk online and in person content and use
multimodal resources for direct instruction; flip
the learning for most direct instruction

Chunk content and use multimodal resources for
instruction with long-term memory aids (anecdotes,
visuals/realia); flip the learning for all whole group
direct instruction

●

Communicate with the class daily, providing
messages and/or images as well as feedback
on the discussion board and conferring with
students in person

●

Communicate with the class daily and use
conferring as the main mode of support online and
in person; use the feedback students give you to
drive in-person instruction

*This resource is designed to support educators as they transition from solely in-classroom learning to a blended learning model characterized by students working remotely. Criteria is divided into three categories that serve as a framework for
blended learning: Purposeful Independent Work, Peer Interaction, and Teacher Presence. All criteria and corresponding examples are by no means exhaustive and meant only as a starting point for educators.

Blended Learning Continuum* for Literacy Learning
Guiding Questions for Administrators
Focus

Purposeful Independent Work
Independence is our steadfast goal for
student learning in the classroom and
outside of it. In the remote setting, time
allocated to independent work
increases exponentially and there is
greater need for choice, voice, and
agency along with flexible, multimodal
content. To support engagement,
purposeful independent work is
connected by a larger topic of study
and students have the opportunity to
direct their learning.

Peer Interaction
To enhance perspective and foster
necessary connection, peer interaction
is ongoing, used to punctuate
independent work. Students reluctant
to interact with peers in the classroom
may find comfort with more time to
prepare for discussion and various
interaction platforms.
Teacher Presence
Learners indicate that ongoing
connecting with teachers is among the
most important aspects of successful
remote learning experiences. Teacher
Presence may be fostered through print
and video messages, virtual
conferences, and synchronous and
asynchronous instruction. Conferring,
both inside and outside of the
classroom, is a key routine for
personalizing student learning.

Stage 3

Possible Questions

●

Revise at-home learning and technology routines as needed and
monitor the self-directed learning plan

●

How might you translate some of your tried and true in-class
routines to support at home learning?

●

Drive learning within connected tasks that focus on Enduring
Understandings and passion projects related to the unit topic (How do
things in my community grow?)

●

Share with me your thinking about a learner profile and
self-directed learning plan for your students.

●

How can we engage parents in creating some at-home routines?

●

Make and reflect on choices about grade-level topics, texts, and tasks
(make a multimedia presentation for the PBA)

●

In what ways are you embedding choice into the independent
work students are doing remotely?

●

Talk with me about how you are engaging students in purposeful
independent work that is connected to the ReadyGEN Unit theme
and Enduring Understanding for Learners?

●

What were some of your go-to practices for engaging students in
discussion in class? How might we adapt one of those practices
to leverage what is possible remotely? What is one of those
practices you want to work on as students interact more
remotely?

●

How are you using synchronous time to foster peer interaction?

●

Tell me how you are deciding which questions to use when
students come together for synchronous learning.

●

Use multimodal resources that provide multiple means of
representation, expression, and engagement (co-develop online
discussion norms)

●

Use family, home, and culture to drive learning (family member as a
guest speaker via video)

●

Take time to prepare for class discussions and communicate with select
peers daily (Two days from now, post on our discussion board a Big
Question about this week’s reading)

●

Use discussion to complete a Readers/Writers Journal task; explain
how a peer changed your thinking about..

●

.Ask questions to help us think more deeply about the text and the
topic; make statements that help us understand your view

●

Use students’ purposeful independent work to provide clear
expectations and multimodal models (use a student’s written or video
response to address a misconception about the text)

●

What goal do you want to work on with regard to teacher
presence (e.g., conferring, messaging students, creating video
mini lessons)? How can I help you work toward that?

●

Revise at-home routines as needed and use trends in students’
self-directed learning plans to instruct

●

What models or mentors do you have in mind as you create your
video mini lessons?

●

Chunk content and use multimodal resources for instruction with
long-term memory aids (anecdotes, visuals/realia); flip the learning for
all whole group direct instruction

●

How are you using conferring in a different way than in previous
years? How are you using your feedback to drive student
learning?

●

Communicate with the class daily and use conferring as the main mode
of support online and in person; use the feedback students give you to
drive in-person instruction

●

Let’s work together to plan for synchronous learning time
determining what to focus on, what high-leverage questions to
use, and what ways we can surface and address misconceptions
about the text/topic.

*This resource is designed to support educators as they transition from solely in-classroom learning to a blended learning model characterized by students working remotely. Criteria is divided into three categories that serve as a framework for
blended learning: Purposeful Independent Work, Peer Interaction, and Teacher Presence. All criteria and corresponding examples are by no means exhaustive and meant only as a starting point for educators.

Blended Learning, Instructional Planning Protocol
Use this protocol with ReadyGEN units to plan for Module-driven Blended Learning Experiences
1.

Review and put in your own words the Enduring Understandings (Reading, Writing, Learning) and
the Performance-Based Assessment for the Module.
Keeping the end in mind is essential; learning goals sew together all work students do, providing a clear “why?”
and connecting learning tasks that are experienced within the classroom and at home.

2.

Focus on the Enduring Understanding for Learners and determine how you will emphasize this for
students, inviting choice, inquiry, and home connection for the Module’s duration.
Since this is the content-specific focus for each Module (e.g., How things grow; Similarities and differences in
communities around the world), it anchors everything students do remotely and in the classroom. The content
focus helps sustain self-directed, remote independent learning because it invites inquiry, exploration,
personalization, and home connection over an extended time period.

3.

Determine the high-leverage, text-dependent questions found throughout a given module related to
the Anchor Text and Supporting Text.
Discussion of the most challenging text-dependent questions related to the Anchor Text and Supporting text will
be the focus for synchronous time. As such, it is important to determine what those high-leverage questions are
and how they help to surface misconceptions or attend to nuances in comprehension. Closely read the Build
Understanding, Close Reading, and Language/Reading Analysis segments of each day’s lesson to determine
high-leverage questions and to determine all other questions and tasks, which may be added to a Must and
May list for students to use when working remotely.

4.

Map out when in a given month/week those synchronous, text-dependent discussions and
corresponding writing will occur for each cohort.
All other teaching and learning tasks wrap around these discussions and related writing. Written responses to
text-dependent questions and writing that applies strategies the author uses are among the highest-leverage
reading comprehension strategies. As such, in synchronous meetings with students, we want to focus on these
practices and link them closely together, so prioritize in-class time for students to discuss and collaboratively
write.

5.

Determine ways students can engage remotely in a first reading of these texts.
In order to preserve the synchronous time for text-dependent discussion and related writing, students need to
use remote learning time to gain initial exposure to Anchor and Supporting Texts. Supporting Texts have
built-in, digital read-alouds. Many Anchor Texts have digital read-alouds online that can be found in an easy
Google search, or consider recording your own read-aloud of the Anchor Text for a given Module.

6.

Identify additional remote learning tasks and texts students may use to develop literacy knowledge
and skills align with the knowledge of the unit’s topic.
Additional remote learning tasks include re-reading and responding to selections from the Anchor Text or
Supporting Texts. Students also work with Leveled Readers and independently-selected texts. Choice sustains
independent work in the remote setting, so consider options for reading tasks, options for communicating
knowledge, and options for time allocation. Additional remote learning tasks include games and activities
related to Foundational Skills and vocabulary. Letter Tiles, Pack Up the Skills, and Monster Word Mania are all
digital and easily used at home.

7.

Develop a sample Self-Directed Learning Plan for the Module to guide students.
Include in your Self-Directed Learning Plan ways you will explore the unit’s topic, time you will allocate to
re-reading excerpts of the Anchor Text and Supporting Texts, tasks you will use to support and share your
reading of leveled texts and independently-selected texts, how and when you will practice foundational skills,
time you will use to prepare for in-classroom discussions, milestones and related celebrations of daily and
weekly work

8.

Determine additional supports to help students sustain engagement when working remotely and to
focus collaborative time in the classroom.
Examples include additional modeling via video or in print, creating a conference and small group in-class
meeting schedule, designing a protocol for feedback buddies who connect daily, introducing a routine to help
students prepare in advance for focused in-class discussions, etc.

Blended Learning with ReadyGEN, Sample Plan
This document guides teachers exploring ways to optimize blended learning with ReadyGEN. What follows is a
comparison of a traditional ReadyGEN lesson with a blended learning approach to ReadyGEN With this
comparison in mind, we offer a sample week first from both the student and teacher perspective.
1. Standard ReadyGEN Lesson
60-90 minutes
Driven by the unit topic and the Module’s Enduring Understandings and Performance-Based Assessment, students use daily
Close Read questions to read and gain knowledge from the Anchor Text and Supporting Texts - discussing them and writing in
response to reading. Students hone reading and close skills using independently-selected texts, leveled readers, and Sleuth.
Personalized and differentiated instruction is provided primarily during the Small Group Work time. In addition to writing about
the topic, students develop knowledge of one text type/genre throughout the module, practicing various elements of the text type
and eventually moving one piece in that text type through the writing process. While reading, writing, discussion and language
study spans the two modules within each unit, there are distinct tasks for each day’s lesson that sit within the following routines:

2. Blended Learning with ReadyGEN
60-90 minutes uninterrupted in the classroom; distributed throughout the day remotely
Driven by the unit topic and the Module’s Enduring Understandings and Performance-Based Assessment, students
independently engage in a first read of the Anchor Text and Supporting Texts (aided as needed by video/audio read-alouds,
read-aloud/think-aloud, etc.). They alternate between reading these texts and reading those independently selected or
assigned by the teacher, provided with more time than in the classroom to do so. Students select from options how to engage
with and respond to texts, using routines such as “Must and May” questions. Students independently experiment with writing
and they practice foundational skills along with vocabulary. In synchronous settings, in the classroom or via video meeting,
students collaborate, working with peers and the teacher to deepen and refine their comprehension of the Anchor Text and
Supporting Texts as well as their writing and application of foundational skills; the focus of this work is on using discussion to
enhance students’ understanding of grade level texts along with their perspectives on real-world topics (knowledge of those
topics is fostered by grade-level texts). To formatively assess knowledge and skills and support the increase in independent
work, teachers confer with students regularly. Teachers also help students and their families co-create weekly Self-Directed
Learning Plans with goals, milestones, methods for celebrating efforts, a schedule for literacy work, routines for
problem-solving, planned opportunities to connect with family members, and ways to utilize the home learning environment.
The following routines are used in the classroom. We suggest omitting separate small group work time in order to sew into
each routine collaboration, student-driven discussion, and time for the teacher to confer with students and model as needed.

Blended Learning with ReadyGEN, Sample Plan
Sample Student-Focused Plan: Grade 4, ReadyGEN Unit 1, Module A
Two-day rotation plus one half-day; 1 cohort all remote

COHORT C

Online, at-home
Routine: Self-Directed Learning Plan (Week-long tasks*):
Use and complete entries in the Self-Directed Learning Plan (e.g., set and celebrate goals; manage time)
Conduct research for Module passion project (e.g., virtual tour; interview someone)
Listen to a teacher read aloud of The Tarantula Scientist and read a text from the Text Collection, Sleuth, Leveled
Library, decodable, or practice reader; use reading routine (possibly with family members) and focus on character
descriptions and how characters relate to one another; Post two times on the Module-specific Anchor Text and
Supporting Texts Discussion Board
Practice: reading with practice ereaders. Use the new word study skill with recorded echo or choral reading; take and
post pictures of objects (or drawn objects) that have inflectional endings.
Work with your discussion buddy to: chorally read, discuss something from the text, compose a written response, or
act out new words: aggressive, documented, adapted, or integral. Post work on the class page.
Communicate with Cohorts A&B
● Post at least once a week, contributing to a Module-specific Passion Project “Did you know…?” doc;
Module-specific Talking about Texts (responses to Close Read questions); Class biographical sketch
● Virtually Join a synchronous choral reading and class discussion at least once a week
Confer with the teacher at least once a week
COHORTS A & B

Online, at-home
Week-long tasks* (but for the in-classroom days)
Use Self-Directed Learning Plan
Continue research for Module passion project
Read: Listen to Tarantula the Scientist and read a text
from the Text Collection, Sleuth, Leveled Library or
decodable; use reading routine (possibly with family
members) and post reading response 2x, focusing on
character descriptions and how characters relate to
one another
Practice high-frequency words, word study (find
pictures of people or animals acting out words with
inflectional endings)
Post at least once a week, contributing to:
Module-specific Passion Project “Did you know…?”
doc; Module-specific Anchor Text and Supporting
Text Discussion Board; Class narrative
*Work may be personalized for each cohort

In-Person**
Routine: Word Study - Close Reading Discussion Collaborative Writing
FS: Partake in a word study mini lesson (practice reading
inflectional endings in the ereader); join echo read or choral
read; partner practice with practice ereader
CR: Discuss select Close Read questions (ones the teacher
has identified as necessary based upon independent work;
e.g.,How does the writer support the idea that the Goliath
birdeater tarantula is “queen of the jungle”?)
W: Collaboratively revise a written informative introduction of
Tarantula the Scientist (focus on the details in the first chapter
that help show what Sam does and what interests him), and/or
analyze a model based upon needs revealed in independent
work; Practice using a language learning routine (e.g., acting
out the meaning of new words) that will be used independently
at home; Develop writing (analyze and apply strategies from
mentor texts) in small groups and teacher/peer conferences
**Use the half-day session beginning the week used to review
Self-Directed Learning plans, refine at home routines, and Build
Knowledge (text, topic)

Blended Learning with ReadyGEN, Sample Plan
Sample Teacher-Focused Plan: Grade 4, ReadyGEN Unit 1, Module A
Two-day rotation plus one half-day; 1 cohort all remote

COHORT C

Online, at-home
Create and post model of Self-Directed Learning Plan for the week
Post at least one comment per week to the whole cohort related to Module passion projects (e.g., feedback, a
suggestions, spotlight on student work)
Post a recording of Stellaluna (from the web or from a class read-aloud) along with a “Must and May” list of Close Read
questions students may use to respond to The Tarantula Scientist
Post reading routines students may select from when reading Leveled Readers and Independently-selected Texts; post
a reminder for students to focus on character descriptions and how characters relate to one another
Record (separately or during in-class work) and post:
● a mini lesson focused on the Build Understanding from lessons 1 & 3
● a mini lesson focused on three new word study skills (choral read or echo read; prompt to find pictures of
people or animals conducting actions with inflectional endings; prompt to add to personal word chart)
● a mini lesson focused on genre writing (connected to reading) - 2 elements from the Module’s genre
Post list of the week’s discussion buddies; add task (e.g., discuss something from The Tarantula Scientist or
collaboratively write or act out new words: aggressive, documented, adapted, or integral)
Stream part of a daily class discussion for anyone to join (ideally from the close reading or writing segments)
Confer with one student each day
COHORTS A & B

Online, at-home
Prior to the in-class day:
Read through student responses to the
Module-specific Anchor Text and
Supporting Texts and determine which
Close Read questions to discuss in
person - also determine which student
responses to use as anchors for
discussion
Read through the latest posts on the
class narrative and use that to inform
in-class writing support (modeling,
discussion, and conferring). Also
determine which student responses to
use to anchor discussion and modeling

In-Person**
Routine: Word Study - Close Reading Discussion - Collaborative Writing
(Focus on discussion. Keep modeling brief and based upon need. Confer with
students. Stream discussion of one segment for Cohort C)
FS: Model and create a shared experience with foundational skills; provide
time for students to practice with your support
CR: Pose select Close Read questions (ones you identify as necessary based
upon independent work; e.g., What have you learned about Sam Marshall so
far?); use student work completed at home to anchor the discussion (“one of
our peers noted that Sam is…; How does that note help us describe Sam?”)
W: Facilitate the collaborative revision of a written informative introduction of
Tarantula the Scientist (focus on the details in the first chapter that help show
what Sam does and what interests him), and/or analyze a model based upon
needs revealed in independent work; Model and practice using a language
learning or writing routine (e.g., acting out the meaning of new words; using a
rubric to revise) that will be used independently at home; confer with students
**Half-day session that begins the week used to review Self-Directed Learning plans,
refine at home routines, and Build Knowledge (text, topic)

Sample ReadyGEN Lesson - Unpacked to Support Blended Learning
Use this document to consider ways the standard, in-classroom ReadyGEN lesson may be adjusted to support best practices for
blended learning that includes students working remotely.
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